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Acland House, Christchurch Girls’ High School - venue for the 2018 Student Leadership Hui

Chairperson’s Report
October 2017
Kia Ora
As we all begin to look toward 2018,
it was timely for the Association to
hold its first Future Leaders Hui in
Christchurch recently. Participants
certainly were challenged in regard
to their current practice; provided
with new learning as well as plenty
of opportunities to discuss and
collaborative with like minds. For me
the highlight was listening to the
perspectives of the child. The school
leaders from St Bede’s, Rangi Ruru,
Christchurch Girls High School and
Christs College certainly were excellent
examples of the role boarding can play
in the development of our tamariki. I
wish to thank Dee and the Executive
for their work in providing another
quality professional service to our
members.
Recently you will have received
communication
regarding
the
future of our three national Hui’s.
Feedback regarding the proposal was
overwhelmingly positive. As a result
the National Hui in 2018 will be in
Christchurch, the Future Leaders Hui
in Auckland, and the Student Hui at
Acland House in Christchurch. Each of
these represents a fantastic opportunity
for learning and ongoing development
for all levels of boarding. With the
addition of the professional learning
framework in conjunction with Massey
University the boarding sector is well
placed looking to the future. I would
encourage you all to make provisions
in your budgets for next year to ensure
these events continue to be well
attended professional Hui’s.
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The executive has spent much of this
past term developing a new strategic
plan. We are in the final stages and
will be seeking members feedback in
Term Four. Earlier I made reference to
our partnership with Massey University.
In the coming weeks we will provide
you with further information including
the dates of the initial services
being offered. This is an exciting
development that will change the
boarding landscape in New Zealand. I
wish you all well as you enter the last
term. The Association is here to help
you, so please make contact with us
should you need resources, guidance
or support.
Regards
Jon McDowall
Chairperson
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Meeting the increasing demand
for more boarding options

Congratulations to our 2017 NZBSA Award Winners
2017 NZBSA Award for
Leadership in Boarding
Heta Smith
Heta Smith originally trained in the
construction industry, served in the
New Zealand Army, and following
his training as a teacher, taught
Technology subjects at Hillcrest High
School, Hamilton going on to St Paul’s
Collegiate as Head of Technology.
He then went into boarding first as
Assistant then Housemaster of Clark
House. Heta took a break but was lured
back into boarding and in addition to
his role as Assistant HOD Technology,
became Housemaster of Williams
House which saw him responsible for
the welfare of 75 Year 9 to 13 boarders
on a seven day boarding basis. He was
involved with boarding there for eight
years.
In January 2012, Heta took up the role
as Dean of Boarding at Lasalle House,
the 130 bed boys’ hostel for Francis
Douglas Memorial College in New
Plymouth. He was accompanied by his
wife Margie who took up the role of
International Student Director. Heta
sees Margie as a vital supporter to him
in his role and refers to the couple as
“team Smith”.
Already a successful hostel, Heta has
innovated many initiatives that have

seen Lasalle House become an even
better home away from home. Each
of his six year-starts has seen positive
developments, among them being:
a six house competition featuring
swimming, athletics, singing, drama,
charitable fundraising and academic
sections; one night per week when
all 20 students in a house attend
prep together and assist each other;
instigation of a woman’s eye view
with our Matron inspecting boys’ living
areas and giving advice; a boarder
furniture building project; personally
planning and leading a team in
carrying out refurbishment of a hostel
ablutions block and supervisor’s
office; planning and adding four
bed spaces to our expanding Year 9
hostel; successfully introducing ten
international students to long term
hostel life; introducing before-school
boarder physical activities (compulsory
hostel fun?); manufacture of handsome
trophies awarded annually for
boarder achievement and citizenship;
introduction of the onBoard system
to enhance parent communication
and pastoral notetaking; successful
mentoring of GAP students so that
all have completed their tour of duty
well and happily; introduction of
professional tutors in the evenings
and computer availability; 164 of the
168 eligible entered boarders securing
their level-appropriate NCEA over the

2017 NZBSA Award for Service to Boarding
Chris Metcalfe – Mt Albert Grammar School

Chris & Tami Metcalfe

Chris first became involved in
boarding for 3 years from the
beginning of 2000 to end of
2002. Most people in Boarding
will understand the disrupted life
style of a Director and with young
children at the time Chris decided
that he had given enough of himself
to the job so left School House
with Chris picking up the Deputy
Principal position at MAGS, a school
he has now worked at for 32 years.

In 2009 he was asked by the Headmaster if he would
consider returning to run the MAGS school House. After
initially saying no, the Headmaster persuaded him to please
come and at least have a look. The Hostel at the time was
very rundown and the culture needed urgent attention.
Chris decided with his family to give 12 months and, with the
support of the Headmaster and Board work to changing the
culture and improving the environment. His main emphasis
was that School House would be a home away from home.
Bringing strong home values and improving the physical
environment, creating firm and easily defined boundaries
mixed in with his fabulous sense of humour meant that
12months turned to 2 years, 3 years etc and he has now been
back at School House an extra 8 and half years.

	
  

NZBSA Chairperson, Jon McDowall
awards Heta his trophy

last three years; instigation of a new
boarders’ sleep-over; introduction of a
grandparents’ open day; grace said in
Maori at lunchtimes; interviews with
boarders and parents introduced in
addition to reports and sugary drinks
banned from the hostel.
In addition, during Heta’s five plus years
in the position, it has been necessary
to recruit only one replacement
supervisor and the Board’s disciplinary
committee has had to be convened on
only four occasions.
Heta Smith loves his work, runs a
happy team of supervisors and other
staff and is always looking for new
ways to make student life in our hostel
richer. By his service to boarding, he
gives strong and popular twenty first
century leadership.

Chris joined the NZBSA Executive member in 2014 and
served as the Chairperson in 2015, Chris also spearheaded
the Auckland National Conference 2013.
Chris loves to pass on his experience to other Directors and
to encourage others in their work as Housemasters. But
most rewarding is to see young boys develop into young
men over their years at School house. His time as Director
he has experienced tragedy as well… losing a boy in a car
crash in 2016 while on his way home from School House,
this year losing a boy from 2013 to a heart attack and
losing two others to motor vehicle accidents in recent years.
Guiding staff and current students through their grief while
dealing with your own grief was a real test of resilience and
character.
Chris retires from boarding at the end of 2017 and the
NZBSA wish him and Tami all the very best as they embark
on a new journey!

Congratulations
St Andrew’s College
2017 Winners of the
Boarding Student
Service Award
Jo Morrow receives the
student service award on
behalf of St Andrew’s College.
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Acland House
Christchurch Girls’ High School
Background:
Acland House is situated at 85 Papanui Road. The main
building was built in 1893 by the Struthers Family and was
known then as Wardington. The existing hostel opened
in 1921. It was named after the Chairman of the Board of
Christchurch Girls’ High School, Mr Henry Acland.
Acland House provides accommodation for approximately
105 students from outside Christchurch who attend
Christchurch Girls’ High School. They have the opportunity
for educational, cultural, sporting and social development at

the school and the hostel. Students are accepted in Year 9
and are expected to remain at the hostel for the years they
attend the school.
On 03 September 2010 the first big earthquake hit
Christchurch and Acland embarked on a five year journey
of moving in and out of buildings, including housing girls
offsite at the University of Canterbury and staff were rotated
on living with the girls over there. At one stage there were
14 girls living in my house. Acland was without a kitchen
for four years, we began with food being transported in from
offsite and then transformed our Year 9 common room into
a kitchen/dining room that could seat 30 at a time, so four
sittings a night for dinner, the girls learnt to eat fast!
Now we are back to full facilities the girls and the staff are
very proud of the environment we have at Acland.
We are in a unique position at Christchurch Girls’ High School
as we are the only state school to provide a boarding option
to our students. We operate at full capacity at all times and
have a very healthy waiting list.
Acland prides itself on creating a fun, friendly environment
whilst still upholding tradition from years gone by. The
strong sense of community developed at Acland is built on
mutual respect between staff and students forming caring
relationships, this creates a warm, caring and supportive
environment.
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School Bullying – Teen
relationships and hostel living
School bullying is a universal reality
and NZ schools are not exempt, despite
a school’s history or standing within
the local community. NZ has featured
in several global surveys since 2007,
and has been listed between the top 5
to 10 countries. In recent years, several
teen suicides have been reported in
the NZ News. (cf- google search)
More legislation from Educational
Authorities and the re-formulation of
School Policies will not curtail this
ongoing problem. An educational
response by schools is much needed.
For this to occur, the empowerment of
teachers needs to be a priority.
At the NZBSA conference (Auckland:June-2017), Robert Pereira from
Australia was invited to address the
delegates on how an educational
response would ‘look like and feel like’
if implemented. Seven schools invited
Robert to inservice their hostel staffs
in August (Christchurch and Dunedin
region). Robert has been assisting NZ
school staffs over a number of years
to be more proactive in this regard.
As the bullying of a child/teen can
be an ongoing affair, it is unrealistic
to expect an outsider to resolve a
school’s issues in a single lesson or
presentation. Staff need to be given
educational processes to respond in
a preventive manner. But bullying is
not confined to the hostel; it is also
present in the day-school as well.
Hence the need is to address bullying
as a total school concern rather than
just a hostel concern.
Bullying is the result of the complexities
associated with teen relationships.
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(These complexities are also present
in workplace relationships in the adult
world.) For staff and parents, what is
occurring among children and teens
is not obvious; the older the child,
the more likely the inappropriate
behaviours of certain individuals
will be more subtle. It would be a
demoralizing 24/7 experience for
teens who are being targeted at school
as well as in the hostel. No teen
should be expected to deal with this
on his/her own, nor be unsupported
by staff.

said for boy-bullying, although it is
experienced differently. (if you wish to
understand this at greater depth, one
of the two texts advertised in Robert’s
website could prove useful.)
These two human emotions and the
thinking associated with them, are
at the root of the bullying problem
in schools and in the home. This is
a complex problem that needs to be
better understood.
Robert will be
returning to NZ
in 2018 and 11
schools
have
already claimed
dates.

Most teenage bullying is now occurring
after school hours through the misuse
of social media pathways.
The parents of teens who are victims
often ask three critical questions:
(a) ‘Why MY child?’
(b) ‘How long is this bullying going to
last?’
(c) ‘Who is to blame?’ Taking this last
question first, it is easy to blame
the school for ‘doing nothing.’ It
is unrealistic to blame staff for a
vicious email sent at 9.06pm by a
day-pupil to a hostel-pupil, when
even the parents of the day-pupil
are totally unaware of what their
daughter is doing in her bedroom.
Mothers are generally correct when
they advise their daughters that ‘she
is probably jealous of you, dear.!”
While this is often the main cause
of bullying, such statements are not
useful to a demoralized teen. However,
Mum is correct. The main reason
for girl-bullying is associated with
jealousy and envy. The same can be

(North island –
Feb/Mar-2018)
(Sth Island – presently August bookings,
but earlier dates are available)
B.A. Dip. Ed (Macq)
M.A. Hons (Fordham)
Narrative therapy-II
Consultant

Educational

robertpereira32@bigpond.com
www.bullying-prevention.com

Boarding SOS – It’s time
to be strong and well in
a boarding world.
Flash the Morse Code signal SOS and
help is sure to come your way. As
boarding professionals we live a 24-7
lifestyle that can range from being
on an emotional roller coaster one
moment to becoming a CSI detective
the next. Master these 10 signs of
strength (SOS) and the help may be
in the form of improved relationships,
greater joy and connection with
yourself, better self care and enhanced
communication. All in all, quite a life
raft!
1. Respond instead of react. When we
react, we give away our personal
power.
2. Identify and learn from your
judgments. Judgments are often a
reflection of our own inner needs
and values.
3. Reach out when you need it.
Asking for help is not a weakness.
What help would you like today to
make your day easier? Who could
support you in this ?

4. Keep your word—especially to
yourself. Beautiful palaces are
built on this foundation of integrity.
What new term resolution have
you made? To take my time off
in full, to join that gym, …….. and
what one have you achieved? We
have 365 days in a year and if
we keep our word for just one of
those days we have a successful
foundation to build on.
5. Speak what is true for you.
Authenticity begins here, now. Just
be careful when you do it – not
recommended after a difficult
weekend duty.
6. Take time for yourself. This isn’t
narcissistic or indulgent. Caring for
yourself helps you care for others
better. Taking time out when we
need it helps us to perform better
in making decisions that affect the
lives of young people.
7.

Know what you want. Take the
time to figure out this one. It’s

worth it! Take some time out in
the holidays when all the chaos
is over or hire a life coach to help
you clarify what you want.

	
  

8. Don’t take things personally. Even
if it sounds personal, it usually isn’t.
Imagine yourself in a helicopter
looking down at the situation –
how does the situation now look?
9. Honour your limits. Setting
boundaries is an act of caring.
10. Recognize fear as a guide, not a
barrier. Your dark side is a friend
when seen in the right light.
The words boarding and wellbeing
have an ‘i’ in them. So, what are you
doing to stay well in a boarding world.
Remember the golden rule, to lead
others you need to lead yourself first.
Tracy Shand
Boardingology

Sealy is known and trusted worldwide for
quality and support. Our beds provide
the right combination of support, comfort
and durability for your students.
A
quality sleep experience is important to
ensure your students can perform at their
optimum. We have an extensive range of
products, so you can find the right option
for your budget and needs.
For more information please contact:
Alex Reid, Commercial Sales Executive
mobile: +64 21 658 490
e-mail: areid@sealy.co.nz
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Dilworth School - A short History
achievement, and this is a significant
focus for staff and resourcing. Many
of our students are helped in their
own personal lives to come to terms
with family loss, difficulties relating
to financial circumstances, and in
particular the need for people from all
backgrounds to work and live well and
positively together.

Firmiter et Fideliter (Steadfast and
faithful)
Dilworth provides an all-round
education for young men from
disadvantaged
backgrounds
to
live, learn, play sport, develop their
performing skills and be nurtured
pastorally and spiritually in a fully
funded, modern boarding school
environment.

Dilworth Today – Transforming Boys’
Lives
In 2017, Dilworth is one school
operating
on
three
separate
campuses. Junior, Years 5 to 8, Rural at
Mangatawhiri, Year 9, and Senior, Years
10 to 13.
The school continues to follow the
principles laid down in The Dilworth
Will, recognising that many of these
are as relevant today as they were 112
years ago, but also acknowledging
that times are changing fast, and the
school must be forward looking as
well as historically reflective, to make
sure students are fully equipped for
life in a challenging, fast changing,
technological age.
The aim is to provide a wrap-around
care and education package for each
individual student. There are now
640 full time boarders on a Dilworth
Scholarship. There are no day students,
and the school roll is made up of
students from many parts of the North
Island, not just the Auckland isthmus.
The pastoral care and welfare of
boys is vital to their success in many
other areas of life, not least academic
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Given the criteria in the Will of
“straitened circumstances,” it is not
surprising that the school is multicultural, with an ethnic diversity that
enriches the whole community. Whilst
all students must be New Zealand
citizens or permanent residents, the
roll reflects the developing diversity in
New Zealand society, and in particular
groups who are underachieving in
social and financial terms as well as in
school and tertiary participation and
achievement.
The roll is a positive and energetic
mix of Pakeha, Maori, Pasifika, Asian,
African and non-NZ Europeans.
Students’ backgrounds are celebrated,
but they themselves talk about “the
brotherhood”, which transcends
distinctions of race and ethnicity. Given
the way our world is developing – as a
global village – this dimension of the
school strengthens the opportunities
for our students to become welladjusted and accepting of others as
adults.
Despite
the
disadvantages,
Dilworth students from traditionally
underperforming groups in NZ society
perform significantly above national
averages across all levels of NCEA, and
retention of students, as well as moves
to further education and training is the
norm for our leavers.
The sense of particular respect and
pride that students feel in their
school community is undoubtedly
enhanced by the fact that all are
boarders. The ability to effect change
and development in this environment
is tremendous.
It has changed many lives, and
continues to have an impact on
the wider family lives of the young
men fortunate enough to have this
opportunity.
The Dilworth Trust currently provides
up to 640 scholarships per year, at the

average cost of $35,000 per boy per
year. This all stems from the original
bequest of James Dilworth, whose
vision became the reality that is now
Dilworth School.

A Generous Legacy
James Dilworth was born in Northern
Ireland in August 1815 and was chosen
by a relative, who was responsible
for his upbringing, to travel across
the world with some of her money
in the hope of growing this to be
useful for himself and possibly his
extended family. The young Dilworth
was educated at The Royal School in
Dungannon and then, after a few years
working in banking, he departed County
Tyrone for Australia. A short time later,
in 1841, he arrived in Auckland and
decided to settle there, purchasing
land, developing his business interests
and occasionally bringing out other
members of his family. In 1853 James
Dilworth married Isabella Hall –
daughter of another family of Ulsterborn settlers. James and Isabella had
no children of their own. Consequently,
when he died in December 1894, his
Will left the bulk of his considerable
wealth in Trust to establish a School
for boys, ‘orphans, the sons of widows,

or the sons of persons of good
character, and of any race, in straitened
circumstances’, so that they might be
educated to become “good and useful”
members of society.

The School’s Development
The School, however, did not come
into existence at the same time as
the Trust. Dilworth left very particular
terms on which the first Trustees were
to proceed, in order to ensure that the
School could be developed without
depleting the Trust assets. In July

1904, however, Mrs Dilworth, keen to
see the School open before her own
death (in February 1910), suggested
to her fellow Trustees that the School
could open on a temporary basis in the
Dilworth Homestead. Her proposal
was accepted, and in March 1906 ‘The
Dilworth Ulster Institute’ opened its
doors to its first eight pupils under the
care of Mrs Marion Bruce, the School’s
first senior teacher. By the end of the
year, fifteen boys were enrolled.
In 1909, Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur
Plugge was engaged to be the School’s
first resident Headmaster. Plugge
organised physical education, and
more rigorous teaching than the boys
had previously experienced. In 1914,
with the outbreak of World War One,
Plugge lead the Auckland Regiment
to service in Gallipoli and France,
where he served with distinction,
while Headmaster Noel Gibson was
appointed to succeed him.

In the 1950s, during Headmaster John
Connolly’s time at Dilworth, a decision
was made to develop what is now the
Senior Campus as the main school site.
In 1956, the Chapel Foundation
Stone was laid ceremonially to mark
the School’s 50th Anniversary and
in 1958 the Chapel of Saint Patrick,
which together with the new school
swimming pool, were the first
completed components of the Senior
Campus. It was closely followed by two
new boarding houses, the demolition
of the old Dilworth homestead, the
distinctive A-Frame, the assembly hall,
dining room and gymnasium.
In 1967, Connolly was succeeded by
Peter Parr. Parr’s brief was to introduce
an updated curriculum to the school. In
Parr’s time, Dilworth, like many other
New Zealand schools, had to come
to terms with significant changes to
the curriculum and significant changes
to youth culture in the broader
sense. A ‘boy centred approach’ was
developed and changes were made to
accommodate this policy.
In 1979, Old Boy, Dr. Murray Wilton,
became the School’s sixth Headmaster.
During his time at Dilworth, the last
of the four main boarding houses was
built on the Senior Campus and in
1993, the Junior Campus was opened
in Omahu Rd.

Gibson was at Dilworth from 1914
until 1944 and instituted a number
of the traditions, which the School
continues to enjoy, including the name
of the School. In November 1928,
at Archbishop Averill’s suggestion, the
‘Dilworth Ulster Institute’ was changed
to the ‘Dilworth School’. Later in 1934,
the ‘house system’ was initiated,
taking the names Armagh, Donegal,
Dungannon and Tyrone, places and
provinces in Ulster believed to be
significant to the life of James Dilworth.
In 1945, Headmaster Gibson retired.
His successor, Basil Wakelin, led the
School during the uncertain years
following the end of World War Two.
Wakelin resigned at the end of 1950 to
take up the position of Headmaster of
Nelson Boys’ College.

A highlight of Dr Wilton’s tenure
was the observance of the 100th
anniversary of Dilworth’s death, which
was commemorated by the publication
of Russell Stone’s history of ‘James
Dilworth and his Legacy’, and by the
raising of the Dilworth High Cross.
Another lasting achievement of the
Wilton years was the establishment
of a very fruitful relationship between
Dilworth and The Royal School
Dungannon.
In 1997, Dr. Wilton retired and Donald
MacLean became Dilworth’s seventh
Headmaster, known from this date
as ‘Principal’. Under his direction the
building programme continued with
the opening of the Technology block.
The old 1960s Gymnasium, School
Swimming Pool and Library were

each replaced with larger and more
adaptable modern facilities. Wilton
House was developed for Year 13
boys and the former Hotel du Vin at
Mangatawhiri was purchased, renamed
Dilworth Rural Campus and converted
to accommodate some 100 Year 9 boys
for a year of rural living and outdoor
education.
A highlight of MacLean’s era, took

place in March 2006 when the School
observed the 100th anniversary of its
opening, with the largest gathering of
past and present staff, students and
Old Boys to date.

The other significant highlight of
this period was the opening of Te
Hearenga (a voyage of learning and
discovery) for all Year 9 students at
Mangatawhiri, referred to above. This
led to an increased focus on students
as whole, well-rounded people, as well
as making provision for an additional
100 students to benefit from the
Dilworth legacy from Years 9 to 13.
Since the School’s Centenary, Dilworth
School has continued to go from
strength to strength as it meets the
demands of James Dilworth’s Will to
provide ‘maintenance, education and
training to boys of any race, the sons of
persons of good character in straitened
circumstances’, and to enable them to
become contributing members of their
respective communities.
Amongst its former students, Dilworth
now boasts a former Governor
General, a Prime Minister, several
Members of Parliament and a number
of distinguished leaders in business,
education, medicine, sports and culture.
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Winning assessments for students,
teachers and prep supervisors:
Yeah right?
I once commented to a colleague that I was finding marking
assessments rather tedious. He astutely asked me who set
the assessments? I laughed as the lightbulb went on (yes, it
was me!) and from then I have sought to make assessments
fun for the learner and for the assessor. So maybe term four
is feeling like unrelenting assessments – for you and the
students - with so much pressure and stress, and wondering
what’s the point? Read on to find out how can they be fun
and worth doing.

What’s the point (of assessments)?
Well, when we think about it, the main point or purpose of
assessment is to inform. Endpoint assessments inform the
student, teacher and other authorities, about the person’s
capabilities (subject, personal attribute or skill). They also
signal eligibility for particular grades/standards, Year or
qualification level progression, or special programme
provision. But they don’t inform us about how the student is
learning or what to do next.
Ongoing or formative assessments can be used to inform the
student, teacher and parent about growing knowledge, skill
or attribute development. Using the information, assessment
for learning, is at the heart of education because lifelong
and life-wide learning is the ultimate function of schooling.
Enjoying learning and becoming more capable as learners is
what we are about.

How can assessments be fun?
When I have asked what makes learning and assessments
fun, students (aged 10 – 18 years) use words like: variety,
novelty, hands-on (practical, active) tasks, having choice and
input (Gibbs & Poskitt, 2010; Poskitt, 2015). Interestingly,
when we apply these ideas to the assessments we plan, the
students become keener to be involved – and actually, the
marking becomes more engaging for us (If you don’t believe
me – try it!). The challenging part is thinking through the
core learning we want students to demonstrate, and what
indicators would convince us (and them) that they have
learned. Students can help us here – they have lots of
great ideas and getting them involved in the hard thinking
benefits them too (it helps them to be clearer about the
core learning we are focusing on, what we are looking for
(criteria), and how the learning will be marked (don’t tell
them – they will learn and remember more by co-designing
the assessments!). They love the opportunity to design more
relevant and creative assessments.
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What makes assessments more worthwhile?
Assessments that focus on and inform learning are worthwhile.
This is especially so when students help plan what and
how to assess because they become more active, thinking
learners. When students have choices about the topics, or
how to present assessments, the relevance increases. This
is especially so when they self or peer assess their learning.
So, involve the students in planning, doing and assessing
their learning – not only will you all learn more, and have
more fun - but students will take greater ownership of their
learning and achievement, and your workload will decrease.
Gibbs, R., & Poskitt, J. (2010). Student engagement in the Middle
years of Schooling (Years 7-10): a literature review. Report
to Ministry of Education. Ministry of Education: Wellington.
ISBN: 978-0478-34242-0. www.education counts.govt.nz/
publications.
Poskitt, J. (2015). Consulting young people in the middle years
in New Zealand. Chapter 6 (p.77-94) in Groundwater-Smith,
S., and Mockler, N.(Eds) (in press). Big fish: little fish. Teaching
and Learning in the Middle Years. Cambridge University Press.
ISBN: 9781107432314.
http://www.cambridge.org/au/academic/subjects/education/
education-history-theory/big-fish-little-fish-teaching-andlearning-middle-years?format=PB

Jenny Poskitt
Massey University

onBoard

BOARDING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

2018
PLANNING

CONSULTANCY

Jenny Poskitt session at the Hui

Christchurch Future
Leaders Hui 2017
For me the Christchurch Boarding School Hui was about
growing yourself, your practice and your community. The
presenters challenged us all about taking next steps,
stepping outside of our comfort zone and always striving to
deliver and be better than before.
The key to a successfully operated boarding school is that
they must be student centred. When your boarding school
has a student centred focus you can then drill down and
work out your WHY? That is WHY we do what we do? What
is your boarding schools purpose? This then becomes the
backbone of your hostels strategic plan and future focus.
For me the key take home messages were from 3 presentations:
1) Jenny Poskitt’s presentation on leading self and leading
others was centred around servant leadership, growing
your own leadership capability and looking at being a
positive and effective leader.
2) John McDowell reminded us that Boarding provides an
educational outcome; a place where students develop
and grow the educational key competencies. Effective
boarding schools need to be using evaluation models;
strategic, regular and emergent. The focus of evaluation
and best practice was the use of reflective models
for staff, students and parents within your boarding
community and how we can most effectively use this rich
data to be better than before.
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Student Panel at Hui

3) John Quinn’s strong message was around the components
of youth well-being and the emergence of the millennial
‘fragile thoroughbred’ student. John focussed on how
our boarding schools can provide a platform to develop
resilience and grit within our students through growth
mindset and positive psychology.
And of course as always the hui provided a fantastic
opportunity to network, share ideas and resources and most
importantly enjoy laughter together.
Ange Rathbone – St Hilda’s Collegiate, Dunedin

2018
STUDENT
LEADERSHIP HUI
03 MARCH - 05 MARCH
Acland House, Christchurch
Register now
email: gud@cghs.school.nz

www.nzboarding.co.nz

NATIONAL HUI 2017
The Langham, Auckland

Children’s Commissioner – Judge Andrew Becroft

Mike King addresses delegates
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Delegates listening intently to speakers

Dilworth Boys were amazing entertainment throughout our Pasifika night

Don Tricker (NZRFU)

James McOnie was a fantastic MC at our awards dinner, James pictured
with the legendary Shirley James – Christchurch Boys’ High School
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New NZBSA
Executive Member

Introducing:
Augie Williams –
Dilworth School
I am Augie Williams, a teacher of
Physical Education and Transition
at Dilworth School. I have been
involved in boarding since 2003 and
in my current role as Housemaster of
Wilton House (Year 13 students only)
since 2006.
The pastoral care of my students has
always been my passion. Whether it

is in the classroom, in the boarding
house or on the sports field; helping
students reach their full potential is
not just limited to academic success
or advancement in their personal
skill set. Helping students to gain
techniques to negotiate spiritual
and emotional hazards will equip
them to be resilient, problem solvers
and robust for whatever life will
throw at them. In the pursuit of
learning more about helping students
and their emotional and spiritual
needs, I completed my Masters in
Education (specialising in Pastoral
Care Leadership) from the Australian
Catholic University in 2009.
I am committed to developing and
delivering quality education for
students. I am enthusiastic and
highly motivated to bring processes,
strategies and ideas that will create
a positive learning environment and
outcomes, not only for students but
also for my colleagues.
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New Head
of Boarding
- St Peter’s
College, Gore

David Barton – Director of
Boarding, Rosmini House Gore.
I was appointed to the position of
Director of Boarding in July 2017.
Previously I was a senior adviser
with Primary ITO for 13 years
working with students of all ages.
I am married with 4 children
ranging from 22 to 5yrs, when not
working I enjoy spending time
with the family, trout fishing and
playing competitive pool. My wife
and I also run a Charitable Trust
that raises money for seriously
ill children and their families in
Southland and Otago, we started
the trust about 4 years ago after
seeing a need of support for
families in the region who struggle
emotionally and financially when
there is an ill child in the family.
Since starting my role I have been
placing a strong emphasis on
respect for all, manners and life
skills for the future. This is being
done by creating a positive and
supportive environment for staff,
parents and the students. Good
communication is also paramount
for effective and smooth running
of the hostel and I am promoting
this with an open door policy.
I am looking forward to the
challenges ahead and meeting
likeminded leaders within the
boarding schools community.

The Collaboration Challenge
Louise Porter in her book, Student
behaviour: Theory and practices for
teachers states that although learning
is the core business of schools (2007,
pp269), other researchers (Marchant
(et al. 2001) and Rutter (1983)) have
shown that a student’s sense of
safety; of autonomy and support from
teachers, peers and the school, have
to be in place first, before students
will be motivated academically and
behaviourally.
So what should the aims and objectives
of a school boarding house be? Are
school hostels following the wishes
of the school or that of parents? Some
would argue that because boarding
houses bear the name of the school, it
should follow the guidelines as set out
by that institution. Others would argue
that pastoral and parental care should
be first and foremost. In the boarding
house, a student’s spiritual, physical
and family/social needs out weigh that
of their cognitive needs because this is
addressed during school time.
As a Housemaster, I believe that
collaboration with all concerned
parties (i.e., students, parents, schools
and boarding houses) will enhance
a students learning and therefore,
their behaviour. Combining teaching
strategies such as physical setting,
instruction, relevant curriculum,
fostering mastery of goals rather than
performance of goals, etc., by parents,
schools and hostel staff will not only
enable students to obtain hard skills
and consequently, credentials but also
the learning forming of necessary
soft skills (instilling morals, routines,
valuing, mentoring, helping and doing
skills etc.,) will add to a student’s
hauora.
Porter (2007 pp291) suggests that
‘collaborative doing’ has 5 forms:
1. Participation in school activities
2. Providing intellectually stimulating
activities,
3. Assist
children’s
functioning,

academic

4. Being personally and emotionally
involved collaborate to make
educational decisions concerning
their children
5. Contributing to the development of
their children

(Grolnick et al 1997; Raffaele & Knoff 1999 as
cited in Porter, 2007 pp 291)

Friend and Cook (2003, as cited in
Porter, pp291), state that involvement
is more than ‘active involvement’. True
collaboration is a process of direct
and voluntary interaction between
parties of equal status engaged in
shared decision making towards a
common goal. This is not meant to
be daily involvement by parents but
a philosophical stance that implies a
shared responsibility by all concerned
parties for the education of the child.
Collaboration is a key element to
educating young people. However,
there are obstacles that impede
families from participating in their
child’s schooling. Overstreet et al (2005,
cited in Porter, 2007 pp292) suggest
that the crucial factor is parents’
perception of schools approachability.
Research from Adams & Christenson
(2000) and Rimm-Kaufman & Pianta
(1999) state that there is a decline
from early childhood education where
collaboration is encouraged from
parents with schools – a reason for
this is because older children are more
reliable in informing parents of what is
happening in school. Another reason is
that parents want to give their children
more autonomy (Porter, pp292).
Another factor that stops the pooling
of resources between school and home
are parents’ perception of their own
school days and their child’s behaviour
rather than their learning. Parents may
have low self-efficacy to solve their
child’s school problems because of
their own experiences at school, their
inability to succeed or have a positive
experience may lead to a parent’s
inability to share in their child’s
schooling.
How do we address these ‘impediments’
for collaboration? Porter suggest that
we start with what parents, schools
and therefore boarding houses, have
in common for students – ‘all want the
best for their son and daughter’ (Porter,
2007 pp293). Hence things that can
be done:
An inviting school climate: As we have
already seen a conducive climate,
aids the learning of students. It can
do the same for parents. A school’s
prospectus may contain guidelines for

parents and carers outlining things
to ensure positive attitudes, student’s
achievement and excellent attendance.	
  
School web site can give clear
indication that the school has their
student’s success as a high priority.
Hence parents will be more willing
to come in to ‘problem solve’ if the
situation requires this to be done.
Routine
Communication:
By
establishing the expectations of each
other (parents and teachers), Raffeale
& Knoff (1999, as cited in Porter,
pp294) cooperation will be cemented
between the 2 parties. If parents receive
negative communication only, they will
(understandably) react defensively.
Things such as newsletters, regular
student reports, curriculum issues, etc
help parents better understand what
their child is up to as well as their
current progress.
Engage parents’ expertise: Parents are
usually the best source of information
about their child so use this knowledge.
They are the others who have influence
over students when they are not in
school. If both parent and teacher
had the same goals for the student,
each party will be able to monitor the
student’s progress and hence keep
them on track.
Be in it for the long haul.
Student’s success is an everyday
experience and not a hit-and-run
activity. Build, create, recreate and
revise with students, parents and
teaching staff. Having consistency,
being supportive, structured routines,
etc., will enable students I believe, to
do their best.
Reference:
Porter, L. (2007). Student behaviour:
Theory and practices for teachers.
Crows Nest, NSW: Allen & Unwin.
Augie Williams
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CATER PLUS IS YOUR
“ONE-STOP-SHOP
FOR
CAFETERIA & CATERING
MANAGEMENT.

”

The kitchen is the heart of every home,
and it is no different for students living
away from their loved ones.
For warm, inspiring meals that are reminiscent of your
family kitchen, Cater Plus is your one-stop-shop for
cafeteria and catering management.
We would love to pour our energy, flexibility and
innovation into a catering service package just for you.

Cleanliness and efficiency are just the basics, but
meeting the nutritional needs of students and providing
warm, consistent service will enhance your current
boarding facilities and services. Cater Plus provides a
solution that is an asset to your educational offering.
We work in partnership with you to deliver the right
food, people, equipment and systems, and package
it into an innovative and cost-effective solution. Your
catering package will include ongoing assessment
of our performance, so we can evolve and change
along with your needs.

www.caterplus.co.nz

Meeting the increasing demand for
more boarding options
Boarding today needs to be flexible to meet the changing
needs of the modern family. The flexi-boarding option,
whereby students stay for short stays on a one-off, or regular
basis, works well for schools who may on occasion have
vacant beds. Not only is the school providing a service for
their families but flexi-boarding also generates further
income for the hostel.
Flexi-boarding assists parents and students in many
circumstances including;
•

parents travelling away on business

•

visiting sick relatives or family events away from
home

•

family situations where respite care is required

•

late night events or early morning practices at school

•

examination period – coming in the night before to
ensure the student is not late for the examination due
to traffic accidents etc

•

study prior to and during examinations -offers a quiet
study environment with less distractions and qualified
tutors

•

relieves the stress of relying on friends, relatives or
nannies for childcare

•

opportunity to socialise with peers

•

opportunity for personal development

It is important that boarding staff are as thorough with
gaining and disseminating information on the flexi-boarder
as they are with a fulltime boarder.
The information that should be gathered includes;
•

emergency contact details

•

dietary requirements

•

medical conditions/medications

•

authorised visitors who may visit the student

•

travel permissions -who the student may travel with,
including persons authorised to collect the student

•

any activities offsite that the student will be involved
in during their stay

Julie Hogg
Director of Boarding
St Cuthbert’s College
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LATTITUDE
GLOBAL VOLUNTEERING
The original international volunteering
and gap year organisation - since 1972

Click for latest newsletter!

Lattitude is one of the largest international
gap year organisations, supporting roughly
1000 young people globally every year. We
STILL have positions available in most of
our 2018 destinations, but will be closing
a number of them off shortly as we move
into pre-departure briefings, securing
visas, flights etc. It you still have students
considering taking a gap year, this is their
LAST CHANCE to get into the Jan, Feb and
March departure groups!
We were delighted to meet so many of your
at the NZBSA conference, and we have had
a fantastic response from schools wanting
to host in the future. We are currently
starting to interview applicants from
the UK, Canada, Germany and Argentina
wanting to volunteer as School Assistants
in NZ, from July 2018 for 12 months. If you
are interested in becoming a new host
with Lattitude, please contact us to discuss
how this could work in your school. We will
be sending out request forms to existing
hosts shortly for July 2018.

info@lattitude.org.nz

0800 528 848

www.lattitude.org.nz

Finally, in response to the increased
demand we have added in a new intake
for 6 months for January 2018. We are
nearly full but have two British female
volunteers and one Canadian female
volunteer who we are looking to place in
a school for Terms 1 & 2 next year. If you
are interested please email Sharyn Hight
on: s.hight@lattitude.org.nz

